TENDER NOTICE

Online E-tenders under two part bid system are invited for procurement and works contract of **TN- 4578** (UBN: RVU1819SLOB01700) Hiring of 15 Nos. AC Bolero having Taxi Permit along with driver **TN- 4591** (UBN: RVU1819WSOB01717) Assistance in Operation of Wagon Tipplers, Stacker-cum-Reclaimer & IMWB and Unloading, Crushing Conveying, Feeding of Coal to Boiler Bunkers and Associated works in CHP area **TN- 4594** (UBN: RVU1819WSOB01722) Operation of Railway yard, maintenance of Railway Track and Electrical & Mechanical maintenance of Locomotives

**Note:** Detailed NIT and tender document / specification are available for viewing /downloading on the website [http://eproc.rajasthan.gov.in](http://eproc.rajasthan.gov.in) Details are also available on website [www.energy.rajasthan.gov.in](http://www.energy.rajasthan.gov.in/rvunl) and [www.sppp.rajasthan.gov.in](http://www.sppp.rajasthan.gov.in) Any type of corrigendum in tenders shall be published on above websites only.
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